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My belief

- History is a layering process, not a linear succession of events
- The city is a repository of cumulative memory of its inhabitants along time
- Architecture is a unique manifestation and materialization of culture and identity
- Memory and morphology are transferred through trade and migration, and transplanted into new landscapes, creating a new hybrid material culture in different scale levels

Background

- Family
- Socio-Economic-Political environment
- Education
- Teachers
- Readings
- Interests
- Purpose/mission

Asian Architecture

- Fusion, interweaving, hybridization, mix
- On different scale levels:
  - Settlement
  - Building
  - Element
- As integrated layers:
  - Morphologic (form, structure, pattern, materiality, articulation)
  - Sociologic (function, appropriation, inhabitation)
  - Symbolic (meaning, belief, values)
Basic Steps:

- Having interesting idea or specific issue
- Collecting basic preliminary information (maps, pictures, text, interview ….)
- Drafting first hypothesis
- Visiting site (walking through space, mental-spatial reconstruction of architectural layers …)
- Rewriting hypothesis, producing model drawings
- Collecting more information
- Comparative reading (cross/inter-disciplinary texts)
- Analysis (Synchronic & Diachronic reading of architectural layers on different scale levels through historical periods)
- Writing, presenting, iterating …….

Conference

- Medieval Latin conferentia, from Latin conferens, conferent- present participle of conferre, to bring together
- A meeting for consultation, deliberation, discussion, or interchange of opinions
- A discussion among participants who have an agreed (serious) topic

Congress

- Middle English congresse, body of attendants, from Latin congressus meeting, encounter, from congredeil to approach, meet.
- A formal assembly of representatives, as of various nations, to discuss problems.
- The act of coming together or meeting.
- 1: the legislature of the United States government 2: a meeting of elected or appointed representatives 3: a national legislative assembly 4: the act of sexual procreation between a man and a woman; the man’s penis is inserted into the woman’s vagina and excited until orgasm and ejaculation occur

Seminar

- German, from Latin seminarium, seed plot
- 1: any meeting for an exchange of ideas 2: a course offered for a small group of advanced students
- A small group of advanced students in a college or graduate school engaged in original research or intensive study under the guidance of a professor who meets regularly with them to discuss their reports and findings.
- A meeting for an exchange of ideas; a conference.
Workshop

- An educational seminar or series of meetings emphasizing interaction and exchange of information among a usually small number of participants: *a creative writing workshop*.
- A brief intensive course for a small group; emphasizes problem solving

Symposium

- Latin, *drinking party*, from Greek *sumposion*: sun-, syn- + posis, *drinking*
- A convivial meeting for drinking, music, and intellectual discussion among the ancient Greeks.
- A meeting or conference for discussion of a topic, especially one in which the participants form an audience and make presentations.
- A collection of writings on a particular topic, as in a magazine.

Forum

- A place of assembly for the people in ancient Greece
- The public square or marketplace of an ancient Roman city that was the assembly place for judicial activity and public business.
- A public meeting or presentation involving a discussion usually among experts and often including audience participation.
- A public meeting place for open discussion.

Technicalities

- By invitation, or by competition
- Sponsored (full, partial), or paying fee
- Refereed, or non-refereed
- Type of submission: paper, poster, video, etc.
- Stages of reviews: abstract, full paper or poster
- Status of presentation & publication:
  - Presented (oral) and published
  - Not-presented but published
  - Exhibited/Shown (published, or not-published)
- Presentation time & equipments
Guidelines (Google)

- http://www.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/essays/abstract.html
- http://cess.fas.harvard.edu/CESSpg_conf_papgu.html#Guidelines
- http://www.cgu.edu/pages/861.asp

Successful paper/presentation

- Relevant
- Provocative & interesting
- Simple, clear, sharp, straight-forward
- New & furthering the discourse

What’s next?

- Disseminating
- Networking
- Live long learning